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Facial Recognition use by Law Enforcement 
Selecting a Biometric Technology  

Regional interest in the potential of biometric technology is rising, as both organisations and 
consumers alike look for more comprehensive security and enhanced identity protection.  
Biometric electronic identity solutions ‐ which are used to 
automatically identify or verify someone's identity based on 
physical or behaviour characteristics ‐ are increasingly in demand 
across a broad range of industries. Biometric technology can play 
a key role in providing physical access to buildings and vehicles to 
legitimate users, offering remote identification for people 
shopping online and even protecting the users of automated teller 
machines. There is strong demand from organisations because of 
the potential for biometrics to reduce identity theft and ensure 
accurate verification 
  

The selection of the appropriate biometric technology will depend 
on a number of application-specific factors, including the environment in which the identity 
verification process is carried out, the user profile, requirements for verification accuracy and 
throughput, the overall system cost and capabilities, and cultural issues that could affect user 
acce
ptan
ce.  
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. . . . . . . . .  

AcSys 3D Facial Surveillance:  
Face recognition algorithms fall into 2 groups: feature‐based (geometric) & image‐based 
(eigenfaces) algorithms.  Three‐dimensional systems are intrinsically position‐ and light‐
invariant; three‐dimensional systems can obtain results not possible with 2D systems, such as 
distinguishing between identical twins under various facial expressions.  DISCOVERY is a true 3D, 
real time, multiple facial (up to 4 in the image) facial recognition system. 

How is Acsys FRS different from other face recognition solutions?  AcSys FRS takes a 3‐D 
approach to the problem of face recognition. Rather than building a template from a small 
number of frontal images, AcSys FRS uses a live video feed to capture facial images from 
numerous angles. The engram (template) that it creates from these captured images can be 
used to recognize the user's face from the same variety of angles. Each time the system 
recognizes the user, it captures additional images and updates the engram with new memories 
without increasing the size of the engram. As a result, the system continues to learn the user's 
face over time and improves its ability to recognize the user while maintaining a consistent 
template size – making the system scalable to enterprise requirements. 

AcSys 3D Facial Verification:   AcSys 3D Biometrics uses advanced face tracking and recognition 
technology to provide the ultimate in non‐intrusive biometric access control.  AcSys 3D 
Biometrics provides a complete, user‐friendly access control solution for small‐ to medium‐scale 
facilities ‐ up to 200 access points and 20,000 users. 

AcSys FRS SDK Allows third‐party developers to implement advanced facial biometric 
technology within their own security applications. The SDK provides tracking, enrolment, 
verification, classification, database, communication, and multimedia controls.  Two-tier, client-
server architecture can be inserted into existing access controls systems, and it is 
integrated with third party time & attendance solutions. 

VeraShield  Designed as a logical access control solution to work with all Windows ® network 
configurations, including single computer, Workgroups, single Domain controller, and multi‐Domain 
networks, extending standard Windows ® security interface layer at operating system level by providing 
biometric authentication using facial recognition on top of existing password protection. 

Discovery:  Learns, remembers and recognizes, Discovery  emulates the human brain in 
structure and function, becoming more familiar with your face each time it see you, adjusting 
for differences due to aging and cosmetics without increasing the size of biometrics template.  
Accepts any source of visual signals including photographs, live or recorded video. 

Secure Face banking (ATM & home banking linked to Facial Verification): Requires input of the 
user’s bank code number linked to a live facial image.  A voice greeting will speak the 
individuals name followed by a randomly selected phrase.  On failure to verify, an alarm and 
an image is sent to the central control room or the account is closed.
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. . . . . . . . .  

Advantages and Benefits to Law Enforcement 
How does I-Cube answer police services current priorities? 

Here below are the areas where I-Cube solutions have been identified to add value. 
 

Biometrically Searchable Shared Criminal Databases: Strengthen existing SOP’s to address the increasing scrutiny 
and accountability of law enforcement agencies 
 

 Updating current Standard Operating Processes (SOPs) for booking suspects to include mandatory identity biometric 
search verification will allow police to prevent impersonation errors and retain individuals wanted on other charges 
locally and in other jurisdictions 
 

 Updating new and ongoing investigations SOPs to include a mandatory biometric identity search on available photo 
evidence from tape or otherwise and fingerprints will prevent missing known individuals to police locally and in other 
jurisdictions 
 

 By including real-time biometric identity search against linked wanted and terrorist databases will improve law 
enforcement ability to deal with national and international public safety ongoing concerns about the terrorism threat 
 

 Audit and Facial Authentication ensures appropriate individuals know EXACTLY who accessed the system and what 
they were shown therefore providing total accountability and visibility on system uses 
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. . . . . . . . .  

Handle increase in crimes and investigations that involve multiple jurisdictions 
 

 Sharing in real-time of criminal and suspects databases across linked regional, provincial and national law 
enforcement services insures easy access to critical identification information helping solve cases and prevent mistakes 
caused by the lack of access to information from other agencies 
 

 Electronic search of linked databases for a suspect identity results in dramatic improvements in the time it takes to 
conduct an investigation, reducing the overall load on the police investigative personnel 
 

 Search results that correctly locate and identify individuals located in other jurisdiction databases 
directly enhances the involved police services image of collaboration in cross-jurisdiction cases 
 
 
Adapt to the evolving role of law enforcement that requires more intelligence work 
 

 Updating current SOPs to automatically screen suspects for outstanding unresolved crimes in both 
local and linked jurisdictions or anti-terrorist databases considerably enhances police investigators 
ability to deal with increasingly mobile and complex crime trends 
 

 Provides an open and cost effective platform for electronically linking information gathered from different sources, 
locations and databases and making it available to all authorized personnel 
 
 
Handle the increase in activity of more sophisticated organized crime 
 

 Through the use of biometrics and secure distributed sharing of information, I-Cube tremendously enhances police 
services ability to fight organized crime groups by sharing critical information about these criminals and therefore 
fighting city-to-city fluidity of criminal acts 
 

 By adding tools enabling investigators to both link a criminal’s face to other identities and better utilize the results of 
photo and video surveillance, I-Cube provides an effective way to deal with criminal organizations becoming more 
effective at changing identities 
 
 
Adapt to the growing use of technology by criminals 
 

 I-Cube leverages powerful biometrics searching capabilities and collaboration amongst various police forces to 
investigate video surveillance evidence of suspects that was previously not very useful in solving crimes and that now 
can be systematically used for identification purpose 
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. . . . . . . . .  Mug shots of suspects extracted from video surveillance or other photos that have not been identified can also be 
enrolled in facial databases for suspects or persons of interest, therefore making them searchable for possible present or 
future matches in local or linked jurisdictions 
 
 
Improve police ability to respond to the potential for criminal acts associated with terrorism 
 

 I-Cube can easily provide linkages with facial terrorist watch lists and other dangerous offenders databases at the 
request of the individual police service therefore allowing to pre-emptive identification of suspected terrorists from 
routine in person checks or surveillance data from investigations 
 
 
Combat the growing problem of sexual exploitation of children and child pornography 
 

 I-Cube provides a new powerfully way to leverage facial evidence about abusers and persons of interests to solve 
cases by conducting network wide identification searches and enrol unknown wanted individuals in the I-Cube suspects 
or persons of interest facial registries 
 
Adapt to the evolving role of law enforcement that requires more intelligence work 
 

 With I-Cube Biometric Identity Verification Kiosks, the clearance letters and employee screening process can be 
improved to help prevent impersonation of other individuals and therefore better protect the public and the nation and 
avoid liability issues in clearing dangerous offenders, suspected terrorists and sex offenders
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. . . . . . . . .  
How I-Cube supports the community residents and businesses? 
 
Here below are the areas where I-Cube solutions have been identified to help answer some of the identified community 
and business issues. 
 
Biometrically Searchable Shared Criminal Databases 
 
Deal with theft and youth issues 
 

 With the systematic enrolment in I-Cube 
databases of suspects biometrics information for 
unsolved crimes such as gang-related offences, 
shop lifting, and other robbery activity, the police 
investigator’s ability to quickly identify repeat 
offenders is dramatically increased without 
needing to rely on availability of fingerprints 
therefore allowing better management of 
community youth issues that involves young 
offenders before they ever become career 
criminals 
 
 
Reduce violent crimes 
 

 With the addition of powerful identity search 
capabilities based on biometric data, the police service can better help the community in investigating crimes supported 
by video evidence or other collected biometrics 
 
 
Increase police presence in the community 
 
I-Cube is committed to supporting media presence to effectively communicate the police leading role in fighting 
criminals and keeping their community safe 
 

 Combat the growing problem of sexual exploitation of children and child pornography  
The addition of the LACE solution allows for an unprecedented level of effectiveness in the fight against sexual 
exploitation of children by using automated biometric face extraction and searching, image matching, and criminal 
databases linkages to quickly narrow down the evidence media files relevant to the investigation from the ever growing 
enormous quantity of evidence images and videos from seized computer equipment. 
 
 
 

 The added potential publicity 
of community programs such 
as the I-Cube Biometric 
Identity Verification Kiosks for 
clearance letters and employee 
screening to prevent imposture, 
the upcoming Alzheimer’s 
program and School Age 
Children and Missing Children 
registries would help reinforce 
the presence in the community 
of the police force as well as its 
role in insuring public safety 
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. . . . . . . . .  

How I-Cube helps meet police forces objectives? 
 
Below are the areas where I-Cube solutions are helping meet police services objectives. 
 
Law against Child Exploitation Solution 
 
Working with the community 
 

 Add the I-Cube solution as an additional powerful program in addressing and preventing child abuse and 
pornography 
 
Public safety 
 

 Leveraging the I-Cube infrastructure, the I-Cube solution provides investigators with a powerful tool in solving child 
pornography cases by extracting information about victims and their abusers based on facial and image information as 
opposed to current textual-based case 
documentation

 
 
 
Biometrically Searchable Shared Criminal Databases 
 
Taking advantage of technological advancements 
 

 I-Cube infrastructure provides the police service with leading information sharing and biometric searching 
capabilities to dramatically improve traditional investigative and identification capabilities in solving crimes while 
leveraging existing technology investments 
 
Accessibility of information 
 

 By simplifying and fostering sharing of information amongst regional, provincial and national law enforcement 
groups, more efficient investigations and identification processes bring new savings to overall police operations that 
can be reallocated to other critical areas 
 
 
Presence in the community 

 Joint media announcements of I-Cube related success stories by the police force and leading role in 
using technology that helps fight crime in the community 
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 Integrated, Intelligent Imaging 

Report on Facial 
Recognition Test 

I-Cube’s Facial Recognition test for SVS 
at Monte Casino’s staff entrance 
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Report on Facial Recognition 
Test 

I-Cube’s Facial Recognition test for SVS at Monte 
Casino’s staff entrance 

Background 

In a world where time has become the rarest commodity and where the needs of business are dictated 
by competition, the ability to change and introduce new technologies and related services is becoming 
increasingly important. I‐Cube is constantly updating its fully integrated and comprehensive range of 
OCR Solutions tailored to support you in the effective management of your business.   

I‐Cube is a Systems Integrator of Facial recognition & Licence Plate recognition software, image analysis 
and image processing for scientific and industrial applications. I‐Cube has been afforded the opportunity 
by SVS to set up a test bench at the staff entrance at Monte Casino. 

 

Purpose 

The main aim of the test is to ascertain whether the facial recognition software is compatible with the 
Casino environment. A system is needed to identify people according to a database. This system will 
enhance and better assist casino management and security, in managing day‐to‐day activities, ranging 
from identifying regulars and VIP’s to people for various misdemeanours. 

Overview of System Set-up 

Camera: ⅓ inch Low resolution / Colour / 3.5 – 8mm Lens 

 

Server: P4 (3.2 GigHz) / 2 Gig Mem / 1 TerraByte Hdd 

 

Operating System: Windows 2000 Server 
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Overview of Facial Recognition Set-up 

The system provides the following leading-edge functionality:  

• Tracking of multiple faces simultaneously in real time  
• Enrolment of facial images from a live or recorded video stream  
• Enrolment of facial images from a static image (JPEG)  
• Identification (one‐to‐many authentication) from a video stream  
• Verification (one‐to‐one authentication) from a video stream  

 

Database search for a specific individual 

 

Results of tests 

The tests have been run over a period of 11 days. The success of the system would be determined in the 
following areas: 

• Accuracy of Facial recognition  
• Speed of recognition 
• Overall compatibility of the system to enhance Casino Security 

 

Number of people: 6600 

Number of accurate recognitions: 95 

Number of inaccurate recognitions: 65 
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FRR = 0.00975 

 

 

FAR = 0.00985 

 

 

 

In Conclusion  

The very essence of I‐Cube’s existence is embodied in its purpose statement which is “to be partners in 
growing South Africa’s prosperity” as well as our mission statement which focuses on being “the leading 
image analysis company serving all our stakeholders”, being our clients, the community and staff.  In this 
spirit we are proud to submit our test results, which is outlined in the enclosed document. If further 
tests are needed, we would happily oblige. 
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Report on Facial Recognition 
Test 

I-Cube’s Facial Recognition test for Standard 
Bank at JHB Head Office 

Background 

The ability to automatically recognise high value individuals before they reach reception, allowing these 
key customers to be greeted by name and their needs met quickly was the requirement at Standard 
Bank.   

I‐Cube is a Systems Integrator of Facial recognition & Licence Plate recognition software, image analysis 
and image processing for scientific and industrial applications. I‐Cube has been afforded the opportunity 
by Standard bank to set up a test bench at the underground parking entrance to reception at Standard 
bank head office. 
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Purpose 

The main aim of the test is to ascertain whether the facial recognition software can work within a 
banking environment.  A system is needed to identify high profile people according to a limited 
database. This system will enhance the VIP’s experience within Standard Bank. 

Overview of System Set-up 

Camera: ⅓ inch high resolution / Colour / 100 mm Lens / dome camera 

Server: P4 Duo Core (2.8 Gig Hz) / 1 Gig Memory / 100 Gigabyte Hard Drive 

Operating System: Windows XP Professional 

 

 

Overview of Facial Recognition Set-up 

The system provides the following leading-edge functionality:  

• Tracking of multiple faces simultaneously in real time  
• Enrolment of facial images from a live or recorded video stream  
• Enrolment of facial images from a static image (JPEG)  
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• Identification (one‐to‐many authentication) from a video stream  
• Verification (one‐to‐one authentication) from a video stream  

Results of tests 

The tests have been run over a period of 3 months. The success of the system would be determined in 
the following areas: 

• Accuracy of Facial recognition, better than 99%  
• Speed of recognition – On average less than 3 seconds 

 
Number of people detected 
by the system: 110 672 

Number of accurate 
recognitions: 10 832 

Number of inaccurate 
recognitions: 393 

 

FRR = 0.03501  

FAR = 0.00355 

In Conclusion  

The ability to quickly identify key customers, allowing the customer needs to be met and satisfied is 
assisted with the use of facial recognition.   

The facial recognition software system was installed on and used existing camera hardware and 
computers.  This demonstrated that the facial software is simply and easily installed and operated, 
allowing an immediate benefit to obtained. 
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FACIAL SURVEILLANCE 
INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 
The Acsys Discovery System is designed for use within general 
surveillance.  This system is based upon a Client-Server 
architecture, whereby the Server application generates and stores 
all facial biometric templates that are subsequently distributed to 
one or more Discovery Client applications.  Both the Discovery 
Client and Server applications perform facial tracking, enrollment, 
verification (one-to-one identification) and classification (one-to-
many identification) operations.  In addition, Discovery Client 
applications are fully functional when disconnected from the 
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Server.  
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Applicability 

This document explains the use of the Acsys Discovery 2.3 software for SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS 

Explanation of Biometrics 

In order to work with the Acsys Discovery system, it is beneficial to understand the basic concepts of 
system operation. 

 

Each User that is registered within the Acsys Discovery system has an associated facial biometric 
template, which is the information used to classify or verify the User. 

 

Biometric access control relies on three mechanisms: enrolment of the user’s biometric data (facial 
images), generation of the biometric templates using the enrolled facial images, and subsequent 
identification of the user, applying the biometric template. 

Tracking 

In order to make face recognition non‐intrusive and flexible, the Discovery system automatically locates 
and follows any human face that is within the camera’s field of view. This allows the individual to act in a 
natural manner with freedom of movement and locomotion, and minimal cooperation with the system. 

Enrolment 

Enrolment is the capturing and storing of facial images of the user, in order to generate the facial 
biometric template. The greater the volume and quality of the enrolment images, the faster and more 
reliably the system will recognize the user during subsequent verify or classify operations. Enrolment is 
performed by clicking the “Add” button on the main screen. 

User Registration 

In the Acsys Discovery system, a user may be registered before they are enrolled. This means that users 
may be entered within the database without enrolment of facial images or storage of an associated 
biometric template. Registration may be performed for one user at a time through a dialog, or through a 
batch operation by loading ASCII text files. 
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Training 

Biometric templates are continuously updated through a process referred to as "Training" using facial 
images captured during enrolment operations or during subsequent verify operations. This ensures that 
the biometric templates are as up‐to‐date as possible. 

Classification 

If a user’s identity is not known, the classification operation may be used to identify the individual from 
the group of facial templates loaded within the system. Classification works by attempting to match the 
unknown user against all users currently enrolled in the Discovery database. This process is also referred 
to as one‐to‐many identification. The maximum number of people that may be enrolled within the 
system is 5000, prior to a noticeable delay being introduced during the classification operation. 

 

Classification is used primarily in surveillance applications. 

 

The system can be configured to activate a sign, etc., through a relay control on successful classification 
(one‐to‐many identification) of a user. The system may also be configured to send messages to a remote 
computer through the NetAlert interface. 

System Overview 

The Acsys Discovery system is based upon a two‐tier client/server architecture. The system consists of a 
single Discovery Server application either running as a standalone application, or connected to one or 
more Discovery Client applications. All FRS data pertaining to images and biometric templates are stored 
centrally on the Discovery Server and facial recognition operations may be performed on either Server 
or Client machines.   

 

The Discovery system is setup such that the server 
machine contains the FRS Central Server, FRS Training 
Server, database and Client application running locally. 
These components provide the core biometric template 
generation, data storage and communication to 
external Discovery Client applications.  

Figure 1. Discovery Client/Server system. 
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. . . . . . . . .  

 

Using the Discovery Application 

This describes the basic operation of the Acsys Discovery system, and how to adjust operational 
parameters. 

 
Figure 2. Discovery Standard view. 
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. . . . . . . . .  

Classify Mode 

Click on the Classify button or select Classify from the Control menu to enable Classify mode (one‐
to‐many identification). 

 

While in Classify mode, the application will attempt to identify tracked faces from the list of users 
currently enrolled within the system. The results of the classification attempt are displayed in the 
upper right of the screen in the Confidence Window. When a individual is tracked, and the 
classification attempt begins, a thumbnail of the tracked face is placed in the upper‐right corner of 
the Confidence Window. Two bars will display the actual confidence values. The bar on the top will 
display the highest confidence value produced across all users that are currently enrolled. A positive 
confidence value is shown in green and a negative confidence value in red. The second bar displays 
the difference between the highest confidence value that is generated for the tracked individual and 
the second highest confidence value. 

 

The classification threshold is displayed as a tick mark below the confidence display bar. The 
generated confidence value must exceed this classification threshold while the bar is green, in order 
for the individual to be classified (i.e. identified). The Confidence Window shown below displays 
results for up to two tracked individuals. 

Figure 3. The Confidence Window detail. 

 

If a user is classified (i.e. identified), their name will be displayed on the left of the Confidence 
Window. If a user is not classified within a timeout period, then “Unknown” will be displayed. 

Show Closest Matches 

Click on the 5‐Close button or select Closest Matches from the Control menu to display the 5 closest 
facial matches from the list of users currently enrolled within the system. The system must currently 
be operating in Classify mode to enable the display of closest facial matches. 
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. . . . . . . . . The closest matches are displayed on the right side of the screen and are shown in descending order 
of recognition confidence. 

 

 

A portrait image of each user within the closest matches list is displayed along with their names and 
the associated recognition confidence values.  Click on the 5‐Close button again to disable display of 
closest matches. The system will remain in Classify mode. 

Add New User 

Click on the Add button or select Add from the Control menu to add a new user to the system and 
start the enrollment process. 

 

 

 

When the Add button is clicked, the “Enter Name” window will appear..  
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. . . . . . . . . Figure 4. The Enter Name window of the Add User function. 

 

 
• Enter the User’s first name in the First Name box. 
• Enter the User’s last name in the Last Name box. 
• Enter the User’s card number in the ID Number box. 
• Enter the number of images you wish to collect of the User in the 

Number of Images box. 100 is the default value. 
• Click OK. 

 

The enrollment process will begin whereby facial images of the user are collected and subsequently 
added to the FRS database. The enrollment progress is shown within the Confidence Window. A 
green progress bar will move further to the right with each image that is collected. 

 

When the number of images specified in the “Number of Images” box have been collected, the 
enrollment operation will terminate. If the system times out prior to capture of the specified 
number images, or the user leaves the cameras frame for a period of time (default 20 seconds), the 
enrollment operation will fail. The default value for the timeout condition can be modified in the 
Enrollment options (Section 3.2.3). 

 

When the enrollment operation has finished, the user will be asked to accept the enrolled images. 
The Accept Images window provides the operator the option to remove facial images of poor quality 
or images of people who may have been incorrectly tracked during the enrollment operation. 

Figure 5. Accept Images window is shown at the end of enroll. 

 

•  
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. . . . . . . . . The operator may scroll through the collected images using the  and  buttons. Single images 
may be removed by selecting the image and clicking the Remove button. 

 

If the operator is satisfied with the enrolled images, click the OK button to accept images and allow 
the system to begin generating the biometric template for that user. 

 

The system will collect images faster if the user being enrolled provides different expressions, at 
different head angles, lighting conditions and at varying distances from the camera. It is normal for 
users new to the system to stare fixedly at the video display. To achieve optimal performance, you 
must create a situation in which the user is moving their head and walking to create varying lighting 
conditions.  The operator should instruct the user to move naturally and/or walk towards the 
camera. 

 
The system may also be set to issue verbal commands to the user in order to Guide the enroll 
procedure (see the “Setting Up Speech” section at the end of this chapter). 

General Panel 

The facilities provided within the Common panel allow the operator to enable or disable synthesized 
speech, reconnect to a different Discovery Server and provide password protection for program 
option settings. Enable Speech 
By default, synthesized speech within the Discovery Client application is not enabled.  To activate 
speech, check the Enable Speech box. Click OK and restart the Discovery application. Speech 
synthesis will now be enabled for all operations such as enroll, classification, and verification. 

 

See the “Setting Up Speech” section later in this chapter for details on customizing speech. Change Server Name 
This control is enabled only for Discovery Client machines. If this control is checked, the Discovery 
system will request the Server name on the next start up of the application. This feature allows the 
user to connect the Discovery Client to a different Server within the network. 

PECOS Interface 

The PECOS Interface extension allows the Discovery System to send alarms to the PECOS system, 
and to wireless Pocket PC devices that interface directly to the PECOS system.  
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. . . . . . . . .  

The PECOS protocol is a TCP‐based message that 
allows external systems to send alarms and alarm 
information to the PECOS system.  Each message 
is atomic, and requires no reply from the PECOS 
system. Messages are 7‐bit ASCII text and require 
no handshake. 

There are two versions of the PECOS protocol. 
Each version defines a READY message and a 
MATCH message. Version 1 is extended to include 
Pocket PC support.  The dialog for configuring the 
PECOS interface is shown below: 

Figure 6. PECOS Interface Options dialog. General Settings 
Enabled Checkbox 
When this checkbox is enabled, the extension will send messages to the computer (PECOS server) 
specified by Server Address and Port, using the version protocol specified in the Protocol Settings. Protocol Settings 
Use Version 1 
When this option is selected, both READY and MATCH messages will be sent to the machine 
specified by Server Address and Port. “PDA Application Settings” are only available with Version 1. 

 

Use Version 2 
When this option is selected, pseudo‐XML messages will be sent to the machine specified by Server 
Address and Port. These messages will contain detailed information regarding User, Location, Time, 
and alarm type. A snapshot is also embedded in the Version 2 message. PDA Application Settings are 
not available with Version 2. 

 

Server Address 
IP Address or UPC name of the machine to which all messages will be sent. This should be the 
machine on which the PECOS server resides. If a UPC name is used, it must be registered with your 
network’s DNS. IP Addresses are generally more reliable. 
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. . . . . . . . . Port 
Port on the machine that will receive messages. The Port number must match between PECOS 
system server and this extension. All external systems connect to PECOS on the same Port. Valid port 
numbers range from 1 to 49151. Pocket PC Application Settings 
Send Alarms to Pocket PC 
When this flag is set, and Version 1 has been selected, and the extension is enabled, the extension 
will send messages to the PECOS Pocket PC system on classification. 

 

Application Folder 
Path to the Pocket PC application on the Jakarta server that hosts 
the PECOS web application. This value can only be set if the Send 
Alarms to PDA flag is checked. The path is chosen by clicking the 
browse button to the right of the field. 

 

Alarm Folder 
Alarm sub‐folder of the PDA Application Folder for the PECOS web 
application. This folder will receive all XML files generated by the 
PECOS extension. This value cannot be set until the Application 
Folder is set. The folder is chosen by clicking the browse button to 
the right of the field. 

 

Image Folder 
Image sub‐folder of the Alarm Folder for the PECOS web application. This folder will receive all JPEG 
files generated by the PECOS extension. This value cannot be set until Alarm Folder is selected. This 
folder is selected by clicking the browse button to the right of the field. 

NetAlert Server 

This extension enables a Pocket PC equipped with wireless communication to receive HTML alarm 
messages and JPEG images from the Discovery System. The dialog for configuring the NetAlert 
Server that provides messages to the Pocket PC is shown below: 

Figure 7. NetAlert Properties dialog. 

 

 
The following check boxes are used to enable messages to the Pocket PC. 
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. . . . . . . . . Enabled 
Enables and disables the notification of security alerts. The Discovery System will only send 
messages to the Pocket PC when this box is checked. Face Classified. 
Sends an alarm to the Pocket PC when a user is successfully classified (one‐to‐many identification). Face Unknown 
Send an alarm to the Pocket PC when a classification operation times out. 

 
The following filenames must be entered into the text boxes in the lower section of dialog in order 
for the system to function.  Path to FRS Surveillance Log file 
The NetAlert Server receives its information from the FRS Discovery log. Set the path to the log file 
here. This path must be set before NetAlert will function! HTML Template Files 
The alarm messages are sent to the Pocket PC in HTML format. Templates have been used to allow 
the user to change the appearance of the HTML page. The entry templates are stored as UTF‐8 text. 
The default installation will place these files in folder c:\andface.  The following three templates are 
used to generate each HTML page and either the pre‐configured or modified templates must be 
assigned. HTML header template 
The HTML source code that precedes the alert information. Any header or meta information 
normally goes here. The filename for the header template is header.txt HTML item template  
Used to display the HTML code for each alert. The filename for the item template is 
entry_templtate.txt HTML footer template  
The HTML code that follows the alert items. The filename for the footer template is footer.txt 

 

Server Database  

The database of facial images may be viewed and edited only from the Discovery Server machine. 
The operational features provided under the database menu item are: 

 

• Viewing and deletion of images stored within the FRS database and 
applied during biometric template generation 

• Clearing and regeneration of all biometric templates stored within the 
database 

• Batch pre-registration of users from an ASCII text file 
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. . . . . . . . . • Enrollment of users from static (JPEG) images 

Enrolling from Static Images 

The Discovery system includes facilities to import static JPEG images from a file, and apply these 
images for enrollment (template generation).  Ideally, multiple images should be enrolled in order 
for the system to perform verification or classification operations reliably.  Enrollment of static 
images may be performed in conjunction with the standard video enrollment procedure. 

 

To perform an enrollment from static 
images, select Enroll Static Images from the 
Database menu. 

 

Enrolling a New User from a Static Image 

A new user may be enrolled from a static 
image. The system will automatically assign 
the new users name and card number based 
on the filename of the JPEG. The JPEG file 
name must have the following format: 

 

• [LASTNAME]_[FIRSTNAME]_[CARDID].jpg 
Figure 8. Enroll Static Images window. 

 

For instance, a JPEG file with the name “Doe_John_25463” will create a user named John Doe, with 
ID number 25463. 

 

To enroll a new user from a static image: 

 

• Select From File Selection. 
• Select the JPEG file from the file list located in the upper left corner of the dialog. 
• Select New User within the user list. 
• The JPEG image will appear in the image box. The person’s face will be tracked 

automatically. If no tracking box appears around the face, click the Retrack Face button 
• When the face is located in the image, click the Start Enroll button. 
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. . . . . . . . . Adding a Static Image to an Existing User 

You may add static images to the training set of an existing user. Files used to add images to existing 
users do not require the file name format indicated above. 

To enroll a static image for an existing user: 

 

• Select From File Selection. 
• Select the JPEG file from the file list in the upper left corner of the dialog. 
• Select the target users name in the user list box. 
• The JPEG image will appear in the display screen located on the right side of the dialog. The 

users face will be tracked automatically. If no tracking box appears around the face, click the 
Retrack Face button 

• When the face is located in the image, click the Start Enroll button. 

Batch Enrolling of Static Images 

Multiple users may be enrolled in batch mode from a set of JPEG images. Each image that is enrolled 
will create a new user within the system. The system will automatically assign each new users name 
and card number based on the filename of each JPEG file. The JPEG file names must have the 
following format: 

 

• [LASTNAME]_[FIRSTNAME]_[CARDID].jpg 
 

For instance, a JPEG file with the name “Doe_John_25463” will create a user named John Doe, with 
card number 25463. 

 

To enroll multiple users from static images in batch mode: 

 

• Select From File Folder. 
• Select the folder containing the JPEG files from the file list in the upper left corner of the 

dialog.  
• Click the Start Enroll button to initiate enrollment of all users stored within the file folder. 

 

The system will report if it was unable to locate a face in any of the JPEG images. If the system is not 
able to locate a face or the assigned ID number is currently used, it will not perform the enrollment 
operation for that image file. Following batch enrollment, the system will report the number of users 
enrolled and list the images that could not be enrolled within the file EnrollStaticImage.log. 
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. . . . . . . . . Activity Log Viewer 

The Activity Log Viewer displays all events that have occurred within the Discovery Client/Server 
installation. Included in the log report is the time and date in which the event occurred, the 
Discovery client machine at which the event occurred, the associated user name (if any) and type of 
event. The Log also records an image from the client when the event occurs. 

 

The activity events that are recorded within the Log are as follows: 

 

• Enroll Failure (Face) 
• Enroll Success 
• Reenroll 
• Verify Failure (Face) 
• Verify Success 
• Face Classified 
• Face Unknown 
 

Multiple activity logs data may be viewed using the multiple document interface. Each view may be 
filtered to list events by event date, client computer, User name, and event type. 

 

The Activity Log may also be saved or restored from a delimited text file. 

Showing the Activity Log 

In order to display the activity log, perform the following operations: 
 

• Click the Windows Start button. 
• Select Discovery Log Viewer from the Start menu. 
• Click OK on the “Display Filter” window. The Discovery Log Viewer will 

open showing all activity events. 
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. . . . . . . . . Figure 9. Discovery Log Viewer window. 

 

 

Filtering an Existing View 

To filter the events in an existing view, select the view that you want to filter, then select Filter from 
the Window menu, or click the Filter button. The following Activity Log Filter dialog will appear. 

Figure 10. Activity Log Filter dialog. 

 

 

• Select the filter criteria. You may filter on a single User name, Client 
Computer, the Activity Category or range of dates. Selecting multiple 
criteria will form a union of all selected filter criteria. 

• Click OK. The view will filter the events based on the selected criteria. 
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. . . . . . . . . Opening a New View 

To open a new window with a different filter, select New from the File menu in the 
Log Viewer, or click the New button. The Activity Log Filter dialog will appear. Select 
the filter criteria then click OK. The new view will open in a new window. 

Saving the Activity Log  

The data from the current view can be exported to a text file for later viewing. Note that images are 
not exported when saving the activity log. To export the activity log perform the following 
operations: 

 

• Select the view that contains the data to be exported. 
• Select Save from the File menu. A standard File dialog will appear. 
• Enter the name of the file used to save the activity log. If you choose an 

existing file, it will be overwritten. 
• Click OK. The activity log will be saved to the specified file. Activity log 

files have the “.log” extension. 

Loading the Activity Log 

The data from an activity log file can be loaded into an existing view. To load an activity log perform 
the following operations: 

 

• Select the view that will receive the activity log data. Note that the loaded 
data will overwrite the current view’s data. 

• Select Load from the File menu. A standard File dialog will appear. 
• Locate the activity log file to view. Activity log files have the “.log” 

extension. 
Click OK. The activity log file will be loaded into a new view. Technical Support 

For further information or technical support contact I‐Cube technical support. 

Phone: (031) 764 3077  

Email: images@I‐Cube.co.za  

 

 

 

 


